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Summary
About Exciting Science Group:
The Exciting Science Group comprises of scientists from two of Pune’s best research institutions,
NCL and IISER‐Pune. This initiative is aimed at conveying the excitement of science and technology
to school students. The motivation behind our programme is to attract the brightest talent from the
next generation towards careers in science and technology, since it will be these students who will
drive tomorrow's science and innovation based economy.
Popular Science Talks:
Held once a month (on the last Sunday) these talks give students a chance to meet scientists and
understand the relevance of their work to society. Typically, these talks are filled with live
demonstrations and experiments conducted by scientists – so as to kindle a sense of wonderment in
the students. One talk was organized each from the month of April to August 2018. More than 1100
students have participated in these talks.
Summer Workshops:
2 Day Workshop on "Climate Change" was organized in May 2018 for students currently enrolled
in grade 9-11 to introduce participant students to the science of Climate Change. It focused on
understanding what factors are responsible for Earth’s climate. Additionally participants did simple
exercises and projects. 31 students from 18 schools participated in the workshops, including 4
students from 2 PMC schools.
1 Mentoring Workshop was organized in collaboration with IRIS in May 2018 to guide students
currently enrolled between Class 8 to 12 to submit a research-based project in IRIS National Fair
2018. More than 140 students participated in this preparatory workshop.
5 Day Summer Camp was organized in May 2018 at IISER-Pune for selected students currently
enrolled in grade 8 from rural parts of Maharashtra. 12 students from 4 PMC schools partnering
with ESG participated in this residential camp. The camp included talks and interactions with
scientists, hands-on lab sessions and visits to IISER Pune labs and other places of scientific
interest.
Summer Internship Programme:
This is a programme of the Exciting Science Group, to get a few students from Pune Municipal
Corporation schools to spend a summer in NCL/IISER labs. 2 PMC students were selected to intern
at NCL lab this year. The internship provided an opportunity for these students to work with mentor
scientists and PhD students and experience what it means to work in a research laboratory. The
internship this year lasted over 2 months with the students spending the entire working week at the
labs.
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Science Club Programme at IISER-Pune:
Since 2011, ESG volunteers conducted weekly science club sessions for grade 8 students of PMC
magnet schools at their premises. From 4 schools until last year, Exciting Science Group has
expanded the science club programme to 8 schools this year catering to students from lower socioeconomic background. This year ESG is running the science club sessions every weekend at the
Science Activity Centre at IISER-Pune. 160 selected students currently enrolled in grade 9 at these
schools are participating in the science club programme this year that will culminate in a Research
Idea Competition in March 2019.
We would like to acknowledge the generous support for this activity from CSIR‐NCL, IISER-Pune,
the Venture Center, the Praj Foundation, the Persistent Foundation, the Nag Foundation and the
Forbes Marshall Foundation.
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Popular Talks
What: This series of once‐a‐month talks aims to connect school students to practicing scientists.
Thus, school students get to hear a firsthand account of what it means to do research, and to get a
feel for the thrill of discovery. The speakers do not attempt to teach science to the students – rather,
the idea is to create a sense of “wow” and to kindle the students’ curiosity. The talks are not meant
to be pedantic lectures, but combine live demonstrations, experiments and problem solving
exercises to involve the students and engage their attention.
When & Where: The Popular Talks are held once a month at 10 am on Sunday mornings at IISERPune, Pashan. The talks are free and open to students and science teachers. Registration is on a
first‐come‐first‐served basis, and is done by sending email to register@excitingscience.org or
through our web site: http://www.excitingscience.org. The attendance in these monthly outreach
talks has more than doubled since last year.
Date
22 April 2018

Speaker
Dr Madhusudan

What was the talk about?
“Computational Structural Biology”

No of participants
152

27 May 2018

Dr Vineeta Bal

155

24 June 2018

Dr Yogesh Wadadekar

“Encounter with Microbes: How
and when to counter?”
“The Multi-Color Universe”

29 July 2018

Dr Pooja Sancheti

“(Great) Women in Science”

165

12 Aug 2018

Dr Ramakrishna Bhat

“Lessons From Nature”

347

30 Sept 2018
(scheduled)

Dr Kundan Sengupta

“Where are my genes? A journey
through the nucleus of a human
cell”

-----

Photographs from the talks:

Talk on “Computational Structural Biology” by Dr Madhusudan, IISER Pune
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Talk on “Encounter with Microbes” by Dr Vineeta Bal, IISER- Pune

Talk on “The Multi-Color Universe” by Dr Yogesh Wadadekar, NCRA, TIFR, Pune

Talk on “Lessons from Nature” by Dr R G Bhat, IISER-Pune
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What did the students who attended these talks say?

“I like all topics covered. Fantastic explanation.
Would love to attend all the talks.”
-

Aaditya Patil, New English School

“Very enlightening talk, delivered in simplistic and
fun manner. Kudos to the team and Prof.Bhat.
Looking forward to more such talks.”
-

Advay Sangulkar, Abhinava English School

“It was a good lecture which entertained us and was
very informative. I wish to see more experiments
next time.”
-

Richa Shirole, Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir

“This was an amazing talk by Puja Sancheti. Thank
you for sharing this kind of knowledge. I am sure that
I will share this knowledge with my friends too.”
-

Neerja Ananthu, Kendriya Vidyalaya

“It was nice and knowledgeable for me. I had never
ever heard this kind of lecture.”
-

Hemant Kumar, Kendriya Vidyalaya
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Workshop: “Climate Change”
About the Workshop:
The Exciting Science Group organized a 2-Day workshop on “Climate Change” on 15 & 16 May
2018 for students currently enrolled in class 9-11. 31 students from 18 schools participated in this
workshop, including 4 students from 2 Pune Municipal Corporation Schools (2 from Dr Vasantdada
Patil Vidyaniketan and 2 from Hutatma Balvir Vidyalaya). The objective of the workshop was to
introduce students to the science of climate change.
Details:
Date

Speaker

Tue & Wed,
15 & 16
May 2018

Dr Rahul Chopra,
IISER-Pune

Title

Climate Change

Duration

3 hrs

No. of
Participants

No. of
Volunteers

31

2

Workshop sessions were conducted by Dr Rahul Chopra, the Coordinator of a Climate Education
project of the International Council of Science based at the Indian Institute of Science Education and
Research (IISER), Pune. He is the former Chair of the Centre for Earth and Environment at FLAME
University, Pune. His research interests are multidisciplinary and include the use of satellite derived
remotely sensed and in-situ data to evaluate our changing environment; field based geological and
environmental studies, and the use of high resolution chemical analyses instruments and data to
study various earth and environmental processes. Additionally, he is also interested in developing
programs, curriculum, and teaching resources in Environmental Sciences and Studies. He received
his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago, USA.
Through this workshop, Dr Chopra introduced participants to the science of Climate Change. It
focused on understanding what factors are responsible for Earth’s climate. These include the roles
of Earth’s orbital parameters around the Sun, the atmosphere and the greenhouse effect, the
biosphere, the oceans, the lithosphere, the cryosphere, the anthroposphere, and their interactions in
determining the climate of the Earth. The workshop also focused on understanding natural variability
in Earth’s climate and climate change caused due to human activities. Several hands-on exercises,
computer simulations and models, and interactive games were used to understand the material. The
workshop included a short lecture session where participants were introduced to the topic.
Additionally participants did simple exercises and projects.
Participants from PMC schools were provided laptops by ESG during the workshop. All participants
received a certificate of participation. The Speaker was felicitated with a gift and ESG mug. The
registration of participants and volunteering during the workshop was done by both Shraddha
Gargatti and Gayatri Kshirsagar. The overall coordination of the workshop was done by Shraddha
Gargatti.
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Photographs from the Workshop:

Dr Chopra explaining the concept of climate change to the workshop participants

Workshop Participants from PMC Schools
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Participants working on exercises and projects during the workshop

Workshop Participants
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What did the participants who attended these talks say?
After the workshop, kids were asked to fill up an evaluation form in which we had asked the kids to
rate us between 1 and 5 (1‐Poor; 2‐Okay; 3‐Good; 4‐Very Good; 5‐Excellent) on each of the activity
(content, explanation by faculty, overall rating, etc). Overall, the workshop got a rating of either 4 or
5. We also took a feedback on the part of the workshop they enjoyed the most. More than 55% of
the participants equally enjoyed the explanation, presentation, and doing the project.
Also, the students were asked for their feedback and suggestions, the following are what they had to
say:

“The workshop was very good. Rahul Sir explained everything very well. The
presentation and exercises were very good.”
-

Chninmay Argade, Abhinava School

“It was amazing and I enjoyed it a lot.”
-

Aaditya Pawar, Loyola High School

“It was very good but the maths part was a little complicated and I couldn’t
understand it. Overall good but should have included more experimental work.
Overall beautiful !!”
-

Vikram Jirgale, Jnana Prabhodini Prashala

“The workshop was very good. The topic was excellent though. Request you to keep
taking excellent informative topics as such for all workshops.”

-

Anurag Talele, Loyola High School
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Mentoring Workshop for Research Projects
Exciting Science Group in association with IRIS organized a mentoring workshop for working on
research projects on 5 May 2018 (Saturday) at IISER-Pune for students currently enrolled between
Class 8 to Class 12. More than 140 students participated in the workshop.
This workshop was organized in order to guide students to submit a research-based project in IRIS
National Fair 2018. The workshop involved a presentation on developing a research project by
Dr Guruswamy followed by another presentation with videos that gave a glimpse of the IRIS
experience to excite the students. The mentors also answered any specific queries related to
research guidelines, the project categories, the application process and any other specific details
about IRIS National Fair.

Dr.Guruswamy guiding the participants about research-based projects

IRIS Guidelines and Glimpses of the National Fair being shared by Shweta from the IRIS Team
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5-Day Summer Camp at IISER-Pune
A 5-Day Summer Camp was organised by IISER-Pune for selected class VIII students from rural
parts of Maharashtra from May 21-25, 2018. 12 students from 4 PMC schools partnering with ESG
participated in this residential camp at IISER-P. A teacher from 1 PMC School accompanied these
students during the entire camp. The camp included talks and interactions with scientists, hands-on
lab sessions and visits to IISER Pune labs and other places of scientific interest. The objective of
the camp was to provide exposure to school students from lower socio-economic background about
science and technology, and the various possibilities and career options therein.
The students were provided with participation certificates from ESG. Both Shraddha Gargatti and
Gayatri Kshirsagar volunteered for the sessions during the camp. The overall coordination with the
PMC school principals and their teachers towards the summer camp was done by Shraddha
Gargatti.
Photographs of the Summer Camp

Introduction & Orientation about the Summer Camp

Lectures on Scientific Topics by IISER-P Faculty
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PMC Students participating in Laboratory Sessions during the camp

Participant PMC Students of Summer Camp from the 4 PMC Schools
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Feedback:
After the summer camp, the PMC students were asked for their feedback and suggestions, the
following are what they had to say:

“IISER Summer Camp helped me learn many new things. I learnt how to
handle instrument that were in Chemistry lab. In the last 5 days I learnt more
about colors, polymers/plastic. I also learnt how to manage time.”
-

Priya Mishra, Ahilyadevi I-Teach School

“IISER Summer Camp has helped me explore many new things through fun activities.
My overall experience was very overwhelming. I made many new friends. The best
session was about plastic. I loved it very much. I got to know that plastic don’t just
have disadvantages but also advantages. Also the session we had in the biology lab,
I got to know my own blood group and also saw many micro-organisms under
microscope”
-

Fatima Shaikh, K C Thackeray Vidyaniketan

“IISER Camp mule amhala parivarla sodun rahyanchi savay zhali ani anolkhi
mitrasobat rahaychi savay zhali. Amhala IISER madhe vividh lab madhe zau shaklo
ani experiments karnyachi sandhi bhetli.Amhala CME Trip khup avadla kaaran
amhala purviche sainyachi museum dakhavala. Amhala IITM chi trip pan khup
avadla. Tyat amhala vatavarnat honara badal janun ghetlo. Tithle upakaran pahilo.”
-

Umesh Dontal, Hutatma Balvir Shirishkumar Vidyalaya

“ IISER madhil camp madhe alyavar Chemistry, Biology, Physics he Vishay khup
changla prakare shikavale. Ithe rahayla soy khup chaan hoti. Lecture Hall madhe
basnyasathi khup chan hoti. IISER madhe lab baghayla and prayog karayla milale.
Science vishaya baddal bhiti naahiye. Ganita vishayi aavad hotich ti ajun adhik
vaadli aahe. ”
-

Ankita Kakade, Dr Vasantdada Patil Vidyaniketan
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Summer Internship Programme at NCL
Exciting Science Group has been organizing Summer Internship Programme for PMC students
between April to June since the year 2015. The objective of the Summer Internship programme is to
provide an opportunity for PMC students to work with mentor scientists and PhD students at NCL
and experience what it means to work in a research laboratory.
This year, we selected two students from PMC Vidya Niketan School, Hutatma Balveer
Shirishkumar who joined Summer Internship from 25 April 2018 to 14 June 2018 in research
laboratory at CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory, Pune.

Name of the student

Name of the school

Muskan Singh

Hutatma Balveer Shirishkumar Vidyalaya

Suraj Thorat

Hutatma Balveer Shirishkumar Vidyalaya

Name of the Scientist
Dr. Chetan Gadgil

Dr. Chetan Gadgil, scientist at CSIR-NCL mentored PMC students, Suraj and Muskan in data
visualization and analysis. The aim of their project is to plot histograms of river length distribution
and mountain height distribution across continents to see if it is the same or differs. The students
extracted and compared the data from various resources and they learnt to plot graphs and analyze
the results.
Exciting Science Group organized orientation session on Wednesday, 25 April 2018, to introduce
the interns to their mentor and PhD students. On the first day, the students were also briefed about
safety precautions; need to be followed in research laboratories.
The students maintained a weekly report of the work done by them in the laboratory. These activities
helped them to record and interpret observations. They also learnt to present the data of their
laboratory work. The overall coordination of Summer Internship Programme was done by Gayatri
Kshirsagar.
A felicitation event was organized on Thursday, 14 June 2018 to meet these students and their
mentors at the end of this programme. The students gave a brief presentation of their work and also
shared their learning experience during the event. At the end of this event, the students were
felicitated by their mentor Scientist with certificate of participation.
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Photographs from the Summer Internship Programme 2018

Orientation session was organized for PMC students, their parents and a teacher on
25 April 2018 at CSIR-NCL

Felicitation event was organized at CSIR-NCL (14 June 2018)

Dr Guru and Dr Chetan briefed the audience about Summer Internship Programme 2018
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Mrs Gulawani (Hutatma School) , Dr Sucheta (CSIR-NCL) and Mrs Bageshree Adkar (Praj
Foundation) expressed their feelings about ESG Summer Internship programme

Students explain their research work at the Felicitation event (14 June 2018)

Muskan Singh

Suraj Thorat
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The students were felicitated by the mentor Scientists at CSIR-NCL

The proud parents of interns at felicitation event at CSIR-NCL
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Feedback:
After the internship programme, the PMC students were asked for their feedback and suggestions,
the following are what they had to say:

Feedback : Muskan Singh (Hutatma Balveer Shirishkumar Vidyalaya)

Feedback : Suraj Thorat ( Hutatma Balveer Shirishkumar Vidyalaya)
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Science Club Programme at IISER-P
Since 2011, ESG volunteers conducted weekly science club sessions for grade 8 students of PMC
magnet schools at their premises. From 4 schools until last year, Exciting Science Group has
expanded the science club programme to 8 schools this year catering to students from lower socioeconomic background. This year ESG is running the science club sessions every weekend at the
Science Activity Centre at IISER-Pune. This centre houses a dedicated science laboratory facility for
hands-on activities along with a lecture hall with a 250-seating capacity. 20 students/school viz. 160
selected students currently enrolled in grade 9 at these schools are participating in the science club
programme this year that will culminate in a Research Idea Competition in March 2019.
The students are mentored by research students from IISER-P and NCL during the weekly
sessions. It gives a plenty of opportunity for the participant students to do hands‐on science and
enhance the science they learn in their classes. A science club session typically lasts for 2 hours. In
this time, the participant students are either engaged in hands-on science activities, or they
plan/discuss/work on a science project or have a special scientific visitor. These science clubs are
structured to take the student participants through a journey that starts with discovering the
excitement of science; then transitions to learning the scientific method of making observations,
framing hypotheses and arriving at conclusions; and winds up learning how to ask and frame
research questions and develop an approach to answering this question.
It has been an inspiring experience for the students to come to the IISER campus. With high-quality
resources and infrastructure at the Science Activity Centre, it gives us a scope to qualitatively
engage these students in inquiry-based sessions to enhance their approach to scientific
methodology.
Schools covered:









Hutatma Balvir Vidyalaya, Opp Police lines, Shivaji Nagar
Dr Vasantdada Patil Vidyaniketan, Shaniwar Peth
Ahilyadevi Holkar I-Teach School, Aundh-Baner
Savitiribai Phule English School, Bhavani Peth
SNDT Kanyashala, Narayan Peth
Nutan Marathi Boys’ School, Budhwar Peth
Nutan Marathi Girls’ School, Tilak Road
New English School, Ramanbaug

The first session was organized on Saturday, 14 July 2018 at the IISER Science Activity Centre for
all the participant students and teachers from these schools. The session began with an introduction
to ESG Science Club Programme by Dr.Guruswamy, Scientist, NCL Pune and Mrs.Neeta Gulawani,
Science Teacher from Hutatma Balvir School (this school is associated with ESG since 2010). It was
then followed by an interactive Marathi talk on “
?” by a senior IISER Faculty
Dr Arvind Natu. Post lunch, an introduction to Exciting Science Group was given by Gayatri
Kshirsagar in Marathi, followed by a Mathematics refresher course by Mrs. Gulawani. The overall
coordination with the school principals and teachers, speakers, booking transport for participants
towards the session was done by Shraddha Gargatti.
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Glimpses of the first science club session at the IISER Science Activity Centre:

Introduction to the Science Club Programme by Dr Guruswamy, NCL Pune and
Mrs.Neeta Gulawani, Science Teacher, Hutatma Balvir School

Interactive Marathi Talk on “

?” by Dr Arvind Natu, IISER-Pune

Maths refresher course by Mrs.Gulawani

Felicitation of the speaker Dr.Natu
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The hands-on science club sessions for these students began in August 2018. Students from every
school are accompanied by a coordinating teacher for every session. ESG has provided notebooks
to all the participants for the year-long science club programme. ESG books the transport, provides
the students with required stationery, consumables and other material for the weekly science club
sessions. The weekly sessions are coordinated by both Shraddha Gargatti and Gayatri Kshirsagar.
Glimpses of Science Club Sessions on Microscopy and Fun with Slime in August 2018
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What the participant teachers had to say?

“We all found IISER very interesting. Dr Natu Sir’s lecture gave us
a different attitude and we teachers learnt how to win students’
hearts. You all treated us very kindly. Very memorable event”
– Mrs. Madhuri Kolhatkar, SNDT Kanyashala
“I think the speaker seemed super invested and the relation that science is inspired by
nature helped students make a strong connection. It also provided a positive vibe that
science is to protect and preserve. Students were engaged and curious which is our basic
aim. I would say he gave students a bright spot. The inspiration of the bullet train coming
from nature was a bulb moment for me. He redefined the term “observation” for me.”
-

Ankit Chawla, Ahilyadevi I-Teach School

“Dr.Natu sir

,
.
.

.

.

.

. 11

9

,

.

. Thank you Shraddha and all IISER

staff.”
-

Mrs. Neeta Gulawani, Hutatma Balvir Vidyalaya
“It is our privilege to perform the activities at this renowned
institution and attend the lectures given by experts. Thank you
ESG.”
- Mrs.Aarti Toke, NMV Girls’ High School

The Science Club Fellows conducting the Science Club sessions:

01. Hitesh Wankhede – 3rd year BS-MS, IISER-P
02. Swastik Mishra - 4th year BS-MS, IISER-P
03. Zakhiya P C - 4th year BS-MS, IISER-P
04. Sankalp Chaudhari - 3rd year BS-MS, IISER-P
05. Dnyanesh Dubal – PhD Student, IISER-P
06. Bhavin Uttekar – PhD Student, IISER-P
07. Danish Kaur - 5th year BS-MS, IISER-P
08. Anup Singh – PhD Student, NCL
09. Utkarsh Khandelwal - 3rd year BS-MS, IISER-P
10. Aasim Saifee - 3rd year BS-MS, IISER-P
11. Mohammed Irfan – 2nd year BS-MS, IISER-P
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PRESS
THE INDIAN EXPRESS – 16 JUNE 2018
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LOKMAT – 16 JUNE 2018
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PUNE MIRROR – 24 JUNE 2018
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PUNE MIRROR – 27 JULY 2018
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